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After a wrenching overhaul,
TV titan proves it has the stuff
to execute keen insights over
multiple platforms—all with
the agility of a small shop 

BBDO TEAM: Surrounding CEO Andrew Robertson
(front), from left, Andreas Combuechen, Tracy Lovatt,
Bill Bruce, David Lubars, John Osborn, Jeff Mordos.
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you can forgive David Lubars—complexion
pale, tuft of hair a bit wild, conversation ADD-
addled—for being scattered.

It has,after all,been a busy year,one in which
he’s helped BBDO rack up more than $1 billion
in new billings while trying to make the Pepsi
Generation’s ad agency into something that
matters to Generation Y. Just talking with him
about his craft is a scramble from inscrutable
business metaphor (“We need to be chefs, not
waiters”) to unanswerable questions (“Can we
be a gigantic global boutique?”). There are also
less expected turns,such as an impromptu demo
of a keyboard shortcut on his Mac followed by a
touching anecdote about a deceased colleague.

And, then, amid the digressions, false starts,
self-defenses and groping for a way to explain
the extraordinary success of his agency this year
comes maybe the most honest statement made
in the ad business in a long time:“I can’t really
say what I do all day, but I know I get home at
10:00 every night and I’m really tired.”

Since the digitally savvy creative director
joined in 2004, BBDO has been on a mission to
take a giant,old-line ad agency known for mak-
ing big,cinematic,celebrity-stuffed TV spots and
repurpose it for a time when the boob tube no
longer dominates.There have been some high-
profile firings and hirings, a lot of high-flying

rhetoric,and even some client work that suggests
BBDO might actually be able to shed the peren-
nial dis that it’s too TV-centric.

Corporate America has responded favorably.
Last year, Bank of America, Lowe’s, Mit-

subishi Motors North America, Motorola,
eBay and E-Trade were among the major mar-
keters that parked their accounts at the Omni-
com Group-owned network,leading to growth
of about 15% to 20% for BBDO in the U.S.

“It’s not a flavor of the week,”says Marc Le-
far, Cingular chief marketing officer. “They’re
very good, intuitively,at finding a single insight
and making it really big.”

Beyond filling Omni-
com’s coffers, BBDO’s suc-
cess demonstrates that big
agencies still matter in a
year when upstarts gnawed
into the dominance of
Madison Avenue’s giants
and a rapidly changing me-
dia landscape called into
question the worth of the 30-second spot.

THE ROBERTSON AGENDA
Just about everyone—from marketing partners
like Pepsi and Cingular, to insiders, to rival
agency executives—attributes that to the vision
of Andrew Robertson, a smooth-talking indus-
try wunderkind who ascended to the worldwide
CEO role in 2004 with a clear agenda. His first
major move was to replace a famous creative in
Ted Sann with Mr.Lubars.In the first full year of
that partnership, both worked with longtime
players like New York President-CEO John Os-

born to overhaul a famously insular environ-
ment that has been described by some as a “fear-
based culture.”

There were setbacks.The biggest was the de-
fection of Visa USA,a client for 10 years, to sib-
ling shop TBWA/Chiat/Day, Playa del Rey,
Calif. There was the adverse reaction a major
client had to the Robertson/Lubars revolution.
The sacking of Mr.Sann shook up Pepsi,leading
the major BBDO and Omnicom client to call the
move “shocking” in The New York Times.
Months later,it threw its Diet Pepsi account into
review, moving it to sibling shop DDB in what

some insiders saw as a move
that had personal undertones.

Dawn Hudson,president-
CEO of Pepsi-Cola North
America, said there were no
regrets about the agency
switch, but she praised im-
provements  Messrs.Robert-
son and Lubars are making.

“They didn’t throw out
the old and bring in the new,”Ms.Hudson said in
a recent interview. “They tried to protect that
what makes BBDO strong and add to it more in-
tegrated work and more unusual kinds of mar-
keting that’s becoming the future of marketing.”

To say the agency merely recovered from the
Diet Pepsi debacle would be an understatement.
Over the following months, it went on a new-
business binge that even longtime industry ob-
servers have trouble finding a precedent to
match.By the end of the year,Mr.Robertson,in
a potential sign of accounts to come, was even
getting public shout-outs from Procter & Gam-

ble Co.Chief Marketing Officer Jim Stengel,af-
ter the agency was added to the P&G roster fol-
lowing its acquisition of BBDO client Gillette Co.

BBDO, which brought in Fallon and Lowe
vet Mark Goldstein to lead its new-business ef-
forts,won in a lot of different ways.It shared in
the Omnicom win of Bank of America, a $600
million review that was the biggest of the year;
it turned project work for E-Trade into an
agency of record relationship. To clinch Mit-
subishi, it bested a field of tough rivals.

TEAM PITCH FOR LOWE’S
To bring in the Lowe’s business, the BBDO
pitch team collaborated with events, multicul-
tural and sports-marketing specialist agencies
to come up with the insights that won the day.
“They got the rational and emotional qualities
of the brand rather quickly,” says Pete Woods,
VP-advertising at Lowe’s.“And they brought a
holistic team to the table that wasn’t defined by
the bricks and mortar of BBDO.”

Being able to play well with others is increas-
ingly important in today’s media landscape
where consumers have to be reached on cell-
phones, PDAs and any number of other digital
channels,as well as traditional media.That’s why
marketers talk so much about ideas that can cross
media,and why it’s so tough for any one agency
to be fluent in all those media languages.

“What we like more and more is their
brainpower and how they’re attacking things
strategically,” says Steve Pacheco, director-ad-
vertising for FedEx Corp., a client since 1989.
“They’re partnering more often with smart
people, especially in the new-media space,
when in the old days they would have stayed
within the confines of BBDO. It’s become a
much more open and flexible shop.”

That versatility came after uprooting layers
of executive bureaucracy and flattening re-
porting structures for both account teams and
creative departments. It’s a stab at that idea of
the global boutique, a perhaps unattainable
agency model that is streamlined and account-
able but still has a deep enough bench to recon-
figure to meet the demands of prospective ac-
counts. “We’ve really tried to strip out
bureaucracy,” says Mr. Osborn. “I like to say
we’re proud of being a big agency,and we bring
all those resources.For instance,every team we
put together to pursue a piece of business this
year was a different, customized team. But we
try to organize like a small agency.”

As BBDO moves forward an obvious chal-
lenge will be trying to encroach on the turf that
smaller, creative agencies have dominated: gen-
erating a big,infectious ad idea that wins Cannes
Lions and brings in the real coin of the marketing
realm: buzz.What’s missing is its “Subservient
Chicken,” the Crispin Porter & Bogusky Web
stunt for Burger King,or “Grrr,” the Wieden &
Kennedy idea for Honda U.K. that dominated
awards shows last year—what Mr. Robertson
describes as “ceiling-shattering pieces of work.”

In 2005, Mr. Lubars and company made
marginal improvements, especially in its print
and outdoor work for HBO and Pepsi’s Aquafi-
na and Mountain Dew. A campaign for eBay
showed off more integrated thinking. Strong
Internet work from interactive Atmosphere
BBDO also supplemented big, effective TV
blasts for Cingular.

Trying to one-up its own business perform-
ance, however, will be another story entirely.
While advancing on P&G’s roster will be the
No. 1 mission, Mr. Goldstein, exec VP-chief
marketing officer of BBDO North America,
estimates there are 75 or so categories that
BBDO could still handle, chief among them
fashion and apparel.

Old-line shop sheds its stodgy,
TV-centric image with focus
on media without boundaries 

By MATTHEW CREAMER 

AD SAVVY: From left, Andrew Robertson, David Lubars and John Osborn, and work for Mountain Dew and eBay.
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RECENT AGENCY OF
THE YEAR WINNERS:
2004: Crispin Porter & Bogusky

2003: Berlin Cameron/Red Cell

2002:Deutsch

2001: Ogilvy & Mather Worldwide

BBDO’s retooling pays off
with business bonanza
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[london] soon after Bartle Bogle Hegarty
opened, Chief Executive Nigel Bogle told Om-
nicom Group’s Bruce Crawford about his
young agency’s vision of creating a micro-net-
work to offer tailor-made solutions for big
marketers. His reaction: “Not in my lifetime,
boy,” Mr. Bogle recalls.

Mr. Crawford, still alive, is chairman of
Omnicom, and these days, everyone wants to
be like Bartle Bogle Hegarty, which in 2005
won major pitches for global clients ranging
from Unilever to British Airways. BBH, which
is 49% owned by Publicis Groupe, has turned
that futuristic vision into much-envied reality.

It wasn’t always easy. The fabled London
agency didn’t have the same mystique outside
the U.K. The first international office was a
modest effort in Singapore, followed by New
York, where it took four long years to snag
Levi’s and high-profile Unilever brand Axe,
both clients in Europe. An agency in Brazil,
Neogama BBH, followed, and now the focus is

on Asia, where Bartle Bogle has grown from
one office to three in the last year.

“We faced a lot of skepticism when we
started out 10 years ago building this new, dif-
ferent international model,” says Simon Sher-
wood, worldwide chief operating officer. “It’s
no good unless the clients believe in it, too. The
Omo win was particularly significant because
the brand has for so long been associated with a
traditional network. The fact that Unilever has
moved to a different operating model shows
that the world has moved toward us.”

N.Y HUB OF GLOBAL ACCOUNT
Increasingly, it does. In a single week in Octo-
ber, Bartle Bogle won British Airways’ $90
million global account and most—about $250
million—of Unilever’s $280 million global de-
tergent review. The New York office became
the hub for a global account for the first time,
coordinating Unilever’s $30 million Vaseline
business.  In 2005, the micro-network added
$600 million in billings—a 40% increase to
$1.5 billion—and projects a 14% increase in
income. And the agency furthered its trade-
mark great creative work and reputation for in-
novation.

Smirnoff Ice’s “Uri” campaign, created by
BBH London and New York, and the Sony Er-

icsson and Levi’s work provided good exam-
ples of Bartle Bogle’s creative strength.

“Our aim with the global review on
Smirnoff Ice was to deliver the best creative in
each market, rather than simply to recruit a
global agency,” says Jane Sutcliffe, marketing
manager for Diageo’s Smirnoff Ice, a $35.5
million win in 2005. “However, when we test-
ed the creative idea that BBH developed in var-
ious markets around the
globe, the results were con-
sistently outstanding.”

Marketers, often them-
selves undergoing restruc-
turing, tolerate and even
admire a network that bold-
ly bills itself as “one agency
in six places.” And if floun-
dering agency networks
like Lowe and FCB are to
survive, they will likely be closer to the Bartle
Bogle model, with far fewer offices and layers.

TARGET ASIA
Unburdened by infrastructure, Bartle Bogle is
nimble enough to go where the growth is—
meaning Asia. 

Overall, staff jumped to 650 last year from
550 people in 2004, and doubled to 100 from 50

in Asia, as a satellite office for Levi’s in Tokyo
was converted into a full-service agency and
Bartle Bogle staffed up to enter Shanghai; in
2006 a new law in China will let agencies start
wholly owned operations without saddling
them with joint-venture partners. 

Although half its six agencies are in Asia,
Bartle Bogle plans to start a fourth, in India,
within two years under pressure from
Unilever, India’s largest marketer.

By keeping a firm grip on its majority own-
ership, Bartle Bogle has the flexibility to choose
to put building for the future ahead of immedi-
ate profits. “We couldn’t do China if the part-
ners didn’t say go sideways for a year to go for-
ward,” says Ben Fennell, regional CEO of BBH
for Asia, who leaves Singapore in February to
become managing director in the U.K. 

”We’ve made a good profit in Asia,” he
adds, “but we’ll break even [in 2005]. We’ll
put the team in place, and the income will fol-
low.”

Bartle Bogle’s stable, long-term manage-
ment team includes two of the original three
founders as well as executives like Mr. Fennell
and New York CEO Gwyn Jones who joined
straight out of college and worked their way
up, and a few like-minded newcomers such as
Steve Harty, the former president of Merkley
Newman Harty, hired in 2005 as chairman of
the New York office to raise the agency’s U.S.
profile.  

“The people I have worked with at BBH are
in a different league,” says Margaret Jobling,
the Axe/Lynx brand director for Europe, “just
a totally different class, across both account
management and planning.” 

HOT FOR AUDI, AXE
In addition to the creative, award-winning TV
and print ads Bartle Bogle is known for around
the world, the agency continued to explore
new ways to reach consumers. In the U.K., the
Audi Channel debuted as a dedicated 24-hour
digital channel with programming both Audi-
specific and of general interest. In the U.S., an
Axe online game called “Is Your Shower Hot-
tie Ready?” drew more than 2 million unique
visitors in three months; the viral effect was so
strong that 50% of visitors didn’t come
through banner ads. 

The agency went beyond its 2-year-old
music publishing company
Leap Music with Leap Mas-
ters, set up to buy sound
recording copyrights on be-
half of clients and agencies.
The agency also started
“engagement planning” to
look at how consumers in-
teract with content and nav-
igate the changing media
landscape, and hired a direc-

tor of engagement planning. The agency also
hired its first head of design, Declan Stone, in
New York.

“We are acutely aware that achieving criti-
cal mass for our clients is getting harder and
harder,” says John Hegarty, chairman and
worldwide creative director. “It is important to
keep the business rejuvenated and vibrant
while maintaining focus and stability.”

Unilever, BA work pushes BBH to top

Marketers go for shop’s new
international model,major
drive for Asia ad work

By EMMA HALL and LAUREL WENTZ
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GLOBAL AGENCY NETWORK OF THE YEAR

IN COMMAND: From top left, Nigel Bogle, Simon Sherwood and John Hegarty, and work from Mentadent and Carlsberg brands.
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WINNERS:
2004: TBWA Worldwide

2003: DDB Worldwide

2002:Saatchi & Saatchi Worldwide

2001: BBDO Worldwide

2000: BBDO Worldwide
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five years ago, Dan Wieden spent $20 mil-
lion-plus converting a fish warehouse into the
headquarters of what he called the global net-
work of the future.

This year, that vision moved an-
other step closer to reality. After
finding itself on the short end of the
stick with the Diet Coke consolida-
tion with Interpublic Group of Cos.
and WPP in 2001, Wieden &
Kennedy late in 2005 picked up the
U.S. and global Coke branding ac-
counts. After patient courting, it
won a spot on the P&G roster with
the win of Eukanuba pet food out of its Ams-
terdam,Tokyo and Portland, Ore., offices, and
Ivory out of its Portland office. It’s also count-
ing new global assignments with the win of the
Electronic Arts account in offices in the U.S.,

Europe,Japan and Shanghai.
But in perhaps the sweetest victory of all,af-

ter a shoot-out against eight-year incumbent
JWT, Wieden & Kennedy’s fledgling Shanghai
office was awarded the Nike business for China.
Global billings were $1.14 billion, up 11.2%
from the previous year. U.S. billings were up
19.8%,while non-U.S.billings were up 1.4% to
$489 million.Account losses included Vodafone
and Heineken from the Amsterdam office.

For these wins, and for continu-
ing to be a creative beacon with work
not just for Nike but for Honda Eu-
rope,Wieden deserves special recog-
nition for its global performance.
“Our three big wins are all accounts
that are utilizing our global network
and offer the agency a substantial
long-term growth opportunity,”the
agency said in its end-of-the-year
statement. While proud of its long-

term relationship with founding client Nike,
“we are equally proud that we can no longer be
perceived as a single client-dominated shop.”

Wieden believes its key ingredient is its in-
dependence. But it also believes that its secret

sauce is the way it has built out its network,
specifically by starting from scratch with its own
proven talent.In fact, longtime Wieden creative
John Jay,who returned to the U.S.in late 2004,is
now executive creative director of the entire
company and creative partner to founder Dan
Wieden. In Tokyo, Mr. Jay built the shop’s
strongest operation in Asia/Pacific, which has
grown almost 20% year over year since 2002.In
addition to Nike,the office has picked up Japan-
ese marketers Sapporo Breweries and Sharp
Electronics for the Aquos TV brand.

The agency also continued its thrust into
new media. Two years ago, Mr. Wieden ques-
tioned the long-term viability of its branded
entertainment division. But by the end of

2005, under founder Bill Davenport, the unit
had one of its most successful years ever, cul-
minating with the launch of Ginga, a docu-
mentary about the spirit of Brazilian soccer
which will be released in multiple nations and
in differing lengths in cinema, the Web,and in
traditional commercials.In Tokyo,its in-house
record label is launching its seventh CD.

“They always invent new media and new
venues they don’t get credit for,”says one envi-
ous competitor.“Dan Wieden is the man of the
year.”Whether he’s the man of 2006 will depend
in large part on how well the world takes to
Wieden’s “Welcome to the Coke side of life”
campaign.

CONTRIBUTING:  NORMANDY MADDEN

Wieden becomes
a global power
GLOBAL SPOTLIGHT:‘No longer
single-client’operation,agency
bulks up in Asia and Europe

By ALICE Z. CUNEO
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wal-mart’s war room.The rollout of General
Electric’s new environmentally friendly cor-
porate positioning. The launch of Microsoft’s
Xbox 360. Dove’s “Campaign for Real Beau-
ty.”The ouster of Morgan Stanley’s CEO.The
rise of word-of-mouth marketing.

All of these would lead just about any top-10
business news list in 2005 and there was only one
agency that played a role in them all:Edelman.

The independent, family-owned network
last year displayed an uncanny knack for help-
ing to generate and spread the kind of business
and communications ideas that got the chatter-
ing classes chattering.That,of course,is just the
idea when you’re a big PR agency, but it’s
something that many of its rivals—still fo-
cused on the commodity business of ringing
reporters, cranking out news releases and ar-
ranging petit fours—don’t seem to get.

That difference translated into the bottom
line.Edelman saw its worldwide revenue grow
14.2% to $254 million. Much of that growth
came from Wal-Mart and GE, as well as
Shell—its win of the oil giant’s retail work is
Edelman’s largest ever new-business win—
Burger King, Trojan, Dr. Scholl’s, Polo Ralph
Lauren and Fannie Mae.

Especially impressive was the fact that Edel-

man repeatedly got the call to work out the
tough business challenges. For Wal-Mart, as it
fended off attacks on its labor policies, the
agency created a political-campaign style war
room to help defend and burnish the retail go-
liath’s corporate image, an approach that was
featured in The New York Timesand Business-
Week.

GE turned to Edelman early in the year
when it had to communicate a major new oper-
ational and marketing thrust that would focus
on environmentally friendly initiatives. The
key to getting across the mechanics and mo-

tives of the program,Ecomagination,was talk-
ing to a wide variety of stakeholders—from
politicians and lobbyists to environmental
groups.

“Edelman offered terrific counsel,”says Pe-
ter O’Toole, director-public relations at GE.
“They were effective in talking to [non-gov-
ernmental organizations] and to a broader uni-
verse of organizations and environmental
bloggers and reaching a new type of influ-
encer.”

The new influencers are those distinguished
by a willingness to spread positive word-of-

mouth among peers,and Edelman is honing its
capacity to reach these people. Over the past
year or so, the agency has invested heavily in
understanding how consumer-created media
like blogs are affecting corporate reputation and
is trying to incorporate word-of-mouth tactics
into its account teams. Worldwide President-
CEO Richard Edelman himself keeps a blog.

“These new influentials are not traditional
opinion leaders, like doctors and so forth,” Mr.
Edelman says. “In the Xbox case it’s gamers
who blog. Having a conversation with them
and giving them a sense they’re involved in the
creation of the brand or product early, before
launch,is something we’re doing.”

Perhaps more than
other PR operations,
Edelman is making hay
of a chaotic marketing
scene in which major
consumer-facing corpo-
rations are reconsider-
ing how they spend their
budgets.

The agency now of-
fers as complete a vision
as there is of how a public relations firm can
play a vital role in crafting marketing strategy
rather than just trailing it with news releases
and media stunts.

“Public relations is at the table in a marketing
sense at the outset, when people are thinking
about ideas they should use to drive a campaign
or an idea,” says Pam Talbot, president-CEO of
Edelman U.S.

Edelman bested the rest in 2005
PR SPOTLIGHT: Indie draws 
the tough challenges from 
GE,Wal-Mart and others

By MATTHEW CREAMER

EDELMAN

WIEDEN

E FOR EFFORT: Campaigns Edelman had a hand in included General Electric, Dove and Wal-Mart.

GOOD SPORTS: Wieden & Kennedy ad executions include Coca-Cola, Nike and Electronic Arts.



for three weeks in November, a 35-year-old
entrepreneur lived and worked in a glass
Philadelphia storefront, doing everything from
running her fledgling business to ordering food
using only Verizon broadband, watched by
pedestrians and a Web camera. 

Burrell Communications tapped into the en-
trepreneurial spirit of African-Americans who
work after hours on their own businesses or oth-
er projects to create the “Realize” campaign fea-
turing African-Americans who use broadband
to make their dreams come true. Then the
agency went a step further with the storefront
“incubator” for Verizon.  

“They have formed great ideas for us,”
says Jerri DeVard, senior VP-brand manage-
ment and marketing communications, Veri-
zon Communications. “[At Burrell] they have
a paranoia about complacency.”

She adds that the incubator project is being
considered “for many more markets.” Broad-
band sales to African-Americans were 41%
higher in the two markets, Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C., where the  “Realize” cam-
paign ran, the company says. 

FIRST AFRICAN-AMERICAN SHOP
Marketers look to Burrell Communications,
the first African-American agency to win Ad-
vertising Age’s 5-year-old Multicultural
Agency of the Year award, for insights into the
urban consumer.  

Marketers also appreciate the smooth suc-
cession management—never a given in the
agency business—from Tom Burrell, who
founded the agency in 1971, to its new owners
and co-CEOs, Fay Ferguson and McGhee
Williams Osse, two 50-ish longtime employees
who worked their way up on the account man-
agement side. The two women bought Mr.
Burrell’s 51% stake in July 2004 and added a
new chief creative officer and managing part-
ner, Steve Conner.  Publicis Groupe owns 49%.

“When he passed the baton, they didn’t
drop it,” Ms. DeVard says. “You can argue
they ran a little faster.”

In its first full year after Mr. Burrell’s retire-
ment, the agency ’s billings rose more than 15%
after several flat years, with more than $25 mil-
lion in new business from Allstate Insurance
Co. and pharmaceutical marketer NitroMed,
plus new products from existing clients, such as
Procter & Gamble Co.’s Olay and a young-adult
assignment from McDonald’s Corp.  Burrell is
the fourth-largest African-American ad
agency, according to Black Enterprise maga-
zine. U.S. revenue in 2004 was $28 million (AA,
May 2).

For P&G, Burrell handles key billion-dol-
lar brands like Tide, Crest, Pampers, Bounty,
Charmin and now Olay. In 2005 Burrell tack-
led the launch of Tide With a Touch of Downy.
In the African-American market, Tide’s pre-
mium price had propelled a five-year decline in
market share, leaving the brand 5.7 points be-

hind Tide’s share in the general market. For the
brand extension, Burrell captured a simple,
touching moment of family life with a TV and
print ad of an African-American man in a very
white T-shirt sleeping with a little boy in a white
T-shirt nestled on his chest. The campaign,
dubbed “Nostalgia Dad,” is appealing by any
standard, but is especially arresting for a market
in which 42% of households are headed by sin-
gle mothers. 

MCDONALD’S SALES BUMP
As a result, sales to African-American con-
sumers outpaced those to the general market,
and Burrell picked up the Association of Nation-
al Advertisers’ Multicultural Excellence Award
for African-American advertising.

“That piece of advertising was so outstand-
ing ... that we ran that spot in the general mar-

ket as well, not just in our targeted media,”
says Anne Sempowski Ward, P&G’s associate
marketing director-multicultural business de-
velopment organization.

Burrell also helped Toyota Motor Sales
USA’s Camry regain its spot as the No. 1 sell-
ing car to African-Americans, with a 3.8%
share of that market, compared with 2.4% for
the general market. One print ad simply shows
a car in a parking lot with a glass and steel roof
and the copy line “First the glass ceiling, then
the reserved parking space.”  

“We know the message applied to every-
one, but there’s that certain head nod to our
consumers that we get,” Ms. Ferguson says.

McDonald’s, Burrell’s first client in 1972, re-
mains a special one, given the large proportion of
African-Americans who own or work at the
company’s outlets. The company’s

365black.com Web site, emphasizing
that McDonald’s celebrates African-
Americans’ culture yearlong, is one of
the top three sites visited on mcdon-
alds.com. Burrell also set up youth
marketing and healthcare units in
2005, and did research such as the
“Moms Report” exploring differ-
ences between African-American and
non-African-American mothers. 

‘EMULATORS’ SIGNIFICANT
Burrell was the only black agency in 2005 to
sponsor the Yankelovich Multicultural Moni-
tor, enabling the agency to join Yankelovich
researchers in doing presentations to mar-
keters like American Express Co.  The
Yankelovich report divides African-Ameri-
cans into six subsegments including youthful
“emulators,” a significant category because
African-Americans tend to be youthful trend-
setters across ethnicities, leading the way in ar-
eas like tricking out cars.  

Ms. Ferguson says her son, a 20-year-old
student who embodies the emulator demo-
graphic, “has no trunk space because it’s full of
subwoofers and stuff to support those elec-
tronics.” The current trend: Add one PlaySta-
tion to a car’s headrest for backseat passengers,
and another to the dashboard for the driver.
CONTRIBUTING: ALICE Z. CUNEO AND JACK NEFF

New CEOs boost Burrell strengths
Agency  employs its insight
into the urban consumer to
build blue-chip client base

By LAUREL WENTZ

HOT TEAM: Above from left, Fay
Ferguson, Steve Conner and McGhee
Williams Osse. From left, work for Tide,
McDonald’s and Tampax brands.
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THE ESSENCE: On Sept. 6, Arnold
staffers arrived to learn its biggest
client had fired the agency, a blow that
would have devastated most shops.
But just weeks after Volkswagen of
America ditched it for Crispin, Arnold
showed it would avoid a death spiral
when its New York office stole  Her-
shey business from DDB and Ogilvy &
Mather. All in all, a new business haul
that also included RadioShack helped
to numb the pain of losing VW and
Goodyear. So did some integrated campaigns, including the final
work for the automaker that once again showed Arnold can
perform well across mediums. Now it needs a big new win.

NET GROWTH:Car accounts being what they are, it’s unlikely
that wins like RadioShack and Hershey’s, as well as Mobile ESPN
and Gillette’s Tag, would completely make up for the bigger
losses.

MANAGEMENT: No big changes, but speculation continues over
how long President Fran Kelly will continue to split time between
Boston and New York, especially now that the Gotham office has
some momentum. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Arnold’s work for
Volkswagen’s new Passat had enough good ideas for a few launch
campaigns, including a word-of-mouth push and a series of 120
Web shorts highlighting product features. Provocative anti-
tobacco spots for American Legacy Foundation remain top flight,
but its work for Vonage doesn’t quite capture the Internet-phone
provider’s innovations. Integrated work for Royal Caribbean
Cruises is crucial to help the cruise line attract young consumers. 

ED ESKANDARIAN

20
05AGENCY REVIEWS

In a year dominated by small
agencies and startups, BBDO
tried to prove that a giant network
can win in a digital, collaborative
world. Did it work? More than $1
billion in new business said it did,
and made BBDO a shoo-in for
Agency of the Year. But more
often than not 2005 proved that
smaller was better, a fact reflected
by the choice of BBH as Global
Agency Network of the Year—only
Wieden &Kennedy, also a micro-
network, came close. What about
the others? Read on for AdAge’s
analysis and star grading (on a
scale of 1 to 5) of all the key
players. 

Arnold Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Avenue
A/Razorfish, a unit of aQuantive, is a
top buyer of online media in the U.S.,
managing $312 million in online
media billings for 2004, and expected
to manage more than $400 million in
2005. Having merged Avenue A and
Razorfish  the year before, in 2005,
the agency focused on integrating
the two companies, emphasizing
emerging technologies and creative
expertise and building the client base.
In 2005, Avenue A went global, naming Clark Kovich, formerly
president of the West region, to worldwide president.  It also
purchased London agency DNA, its first non-U.S. presence.

NET GROWTH: Revenue nearly doubled to $48.5 million in the
third quarter of 2005 vs. the same period a year ago. The agency
garnered new business from 14 clients, including Bath & Body
Works, Wyeth Pharmaceutical/Premarin, Liberty Travel, Sony Corp.
and SBC Communications. But the agency lost high-profile MSN
Media, as Microsoft Corp. changed its business strategy. 

MANAGEMENT: The agency elevated Jeff Lanctot to VP-media
and client services, overseeing the agency’s media, account
management, client services and its search engine marketing.  

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Not known for its
creative acumen, Avenue A/Razorfish tried to change that by
focusing on emerging technology. For Best Buy’s effort to attract
a younger audience, it sponsored Podcasts on consumer
electronics blog Engadget. 

CLARK KOVICH

Avenue A
Razorfish
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Since opening in
1998, the U.S. outpost of London-
based Bartle Bogle Hegarty in New
York has struggled to deliver
consistent, high-level performance.
But in 2005, the agency hit its stride.
The U.S. team was a key player in
winning important clients for the
micro-network; it also released work
with a unique sensibility. NY chairman
Cindy Gallop resigned, replaced by
industry vet Steve Harty.  

NET GROWTH: BBH had no losses and says its yearly billings
were up 10%. British vacuum cleaner maker Dyson gave U.S.
creative duties to BBH, New York, after a review; Electronic Data
Systems shifted its creative to BBH out of Fallon; longtime BBH
client Unilever put Vaseline into New York (from JWT). Big global
wins in which New York was crucial were British Airways and
Unilever detergent Omo. 

MANAGEMENT:CEO Gwyn Jones, arrived in Sept. 2004 from
London, hired well-known industry executive Steve Harty, a
founder of Omnicom’s Merkley & Partners (formerly Merkley,
Newman & Harty), as chairman after Cindy Gallop, U.S. chairman
and the agency’s CMO, resigned in September. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: So effective was an
emotional TV spot for Levi’s in which a departing boyfriend
makes a special pair of pants for his girlfriend, that consumers
requested jeans mimicking the boyfriend’s handiwork. A viral film
for Johnnie Walker that revised the classic poem “Casey at the
Bat” excelled in creating a new message in an ongoing campaign. 

NIGEL BOGLE

Bartle Bogle
Hegarty
2005 RATING:★★★★★ THE ESSENCE:Berlin Cameron in

2005 epitomized one of the ad biz’s
omnipresent perils: a big account can
make or break it. October was a bleak
month, when Berlin lost both Coca-
Cola Co.’s flagship Classic brand to
Wieden & Kennedy and the global
branding for Samsung’s $200 million
business to Publicis Groupe’s Leo
Burnett. Scrappy Chairman Andy
Berlin maintains the agency’s still
viable and is rebuilding it as a key
component of a global micro-network, the Voluntarily United
Group of Creative Agencies, created out of a handful of agencies
once part of WPP’s Red Cell.

NET GROWTH: At yearend, staff was halved (now at 50) as were
revenues (roughly $20 million) due not only to the exits of Coke
Classic and Samsung, but also because of spending cuts from
other accounts (Rubbermaid, Pernod Ricard’s Wyborowa). More
work from New York Life and Ralston Purina, and new clients, such
as The Wall Street Journal, and a  project for Procter & Gamble
Co.’s Escada brand, helped. Late in December Berlin won launch
duties for Heineken Premium Light. 

MANAGEMENT: Core management—Mr. Berlin, CEO Ewen
Cameron, President Bill Grogan—is largely intact (though new
business chief Avi Dan, let go in the cuts, moved to Euro RSCG)
and faces the test of staving off negative momentum that often
spirals out of control when large accounts exit.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Berlin excels at reaching
niche audiences, whether quirky (“Coke You Nut”) or hip (“Where
You At”) in work for Coke with Lime, Ralston Purina and Boost
Mobile. Its ongoing campaign for New York Life is solid but aging. 

ANDY BERLIN

Berlin Cameron
2005 RATING:★★★★★
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THE ESSENCE: A stable year
followed an up-and-down 2004 that
included the loss of Pier One and the
big Alltel win. The agency didn’t lose—
or win—any big accounts and hung on
to Navy. Chevrolet handed some
assignments to Deutsch, but
Campbell’s position on the account is
seen as secure. The agency
increasingly pushed into
nontraditional work, whether it was
the redesign of Alltel stores or an
online game for U.S. Navy. This year promises to be a challenging
one with bedrock client General Motors Corp. The troubled
automaker is squeezing agencies for a return on their investment,
with a lot riding on the launch of the redone ChevySilverado full-
size pickup.

NET GROWTH: Campbell retained the Navy after years of helping
the service meet recruiting goals. It also picked up digital work with
Michelin and Taubman, as well as direct response assignments with
GM and the U.S. Postal Service. It had no major losses. 

MANAGEMENT:  The agency launched a health care unit in
October. It reordered GM’s Chevy structure, merging brand and
retail communications. Chief strategy officer David Hudson
formalized process for nontraditional marketing approaches.  

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Campbell used more
nontraditional approaches: It created a Web video game for the
Navy’s recruiting effort that netted tens of thousands of
downloads. It launched Chevy’s HHR tall wagon with a  contest and
other promos including buying all the ads on NBC’s “The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno.” 

ANTHONY J HOPP

Campbell-Ewald
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: 2005 was a quiet
year following 2004’s new business
streak. DDB solidified leadership,
deepened relationships with clients
from McDonald’s to Dell.  Biggest new
business wins were Luxottica Retails’
LensCrafters and Exclusive Resorts.
Tribal DDB increased work with clients
including Dell, State Farm and others.
Worldwide Chief Creative Officer Bob
Scarpelli at long last found a creative
leader to replace him in Chicago. In
November, agency CEO Ken Kaess went on medical leave for an
undisclosed reason.

NET GROWTH:While DDB didn’t match the new business
success of last year, it did grow business with work from
McDonald’s. No major losses. 

MANAGEMENT: DDB strengthened its corporate executive
suite, promoting DDB France Group CEO Herve Brossard to chief
client officer and hiring McCann Erickson Exec Lori Senecal as
chief marketing officer. Regional offices also bulked up. In New
York, Lee Garfinkel built up management and creative ranks.
The Windy City office hired West Coast vet Mark Folino as
creative guru, finally ending the quest to replace Mr. Scarpelli.  

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: JCPenney, in the midst
of a turnaround, got a boost from a successful back-to-school
season promoted by an integrated campaign that included a
five-city mall tour, highlighted with a dance contest. DDB created
the viral McDonald’s Lincoln Fry campaign; while the effort had
its critics, it deserves credit for pushing the company in a new
direction. Pressure is to deliver solid work for A-B, whose sales
are anemic.

KEN KAESS

DDB Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:  Deutsch this year
fought off questions about its fate as
it was hit with serious account losses,
and  formalized major management
changes. Clients including Bank of
America, Revlon, Mitsubishi Motors
North America, Coors Brewing Co.
and Old Navy exited. Meanwhile,
Donny (scion of agency founder
David Deutsch and a self-described
sufferer of ADD), focused on his TV
career as MSNBC talk show host,
and finally handed off CEO duties to longtime No. 2 Linda Sawyer.
Though its clients are fewer, Deutsch continues to deliver
generally decent work. But can it remain relevant when it faces
more serious competition than ever before? 

NET GROWTH: Helped by parent Interpublic, a longtime General
Motors Corp. partner, Deutsch landed projects for Chevrolet
(motorsports and Major League Baseball sponsorships). It also
gained duties for telecom Helio, as well as some for clients
Johnson & Johnson and Novartis. In addition to the other losses,
media for Starwood Hotels moved without a review.  

MANAGMENT: No shock when Linda Sawyer in September took
CEO title and promoted four longtime lieutenants (two in New
York, two in California) to president roles. All seasoned Deutsch
executives, the group’s in a make-or-break place. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Tylenol TV is clear and
to-the-point. Funny in an adolescent way, TGIF’s TV campaign
stands out among competitors’ creative that focus largely on
food close-ups. Efforts mixing Web, print and outdoor for Old
Navy and Mitchum aimed at teens and young adult men feel
forced.

LINDA SAWYER

Deutsch
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Publicis Groupe’s
49%-owned Bromley
Communications, San Antonio,
Texas,  pushed  WPP Group’s
shrinking Bravo Group out of the top
slot for biggest U.S. Hispanic agency
after the 2004 merger of Miami-
based Publicis Sanchez & Levitan
into Bromley. Bromley took on
former Publicis Sanchez & Levitan’s
biggest client, Nestle. Bromley
doubled its Nestle team in 2005 as
the food marketer added more brands including Nestle’s Crunch,
Juicy Juice and Nesquik ready-to-drink. 

NET GROWTH: After a 41% boost to billings in 2004 due largely
to the merger with Publicis Sanchez & Levitan, Bromley’s growth
was flat in 2005. The agency won new business from existing
clients, adding Nexium from AstraZeneca and becoming media
agency-of-record for its Coors Brewing Co. client.

MANAGEMENT: The agency hired leading media director Debra
Nason, formerly at Bravo, as VP-managing director of media
division Bromley Interlink, including the BiiG interactive unit. It
also recruited Melissa Lammers, former chief marketing officer
of Caribbean supermarket chain Pueblo International, to head
the Miami office, along with Jorge Richa  as promotions director.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Bromley launched Burger
King Corp.’s Chicken Fries with an attention-grabbing commercial
in Spanglish and won the Association of National Advertisers’
Multicultural Excellence Award for the Hispanic category.

ERNEST BROMLEY

Bromley
Communications
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:  The nation’s most
innovative ad agency is also probably
the only one fully in control of its fate.
Wins from Volkswagen of America,
Coca-Cola Co. and Miller Brewing, hot
creative and media ideas and key
partnerships all showed Crispin Porter
& Bogusky decides who it wants to
work for and how it wants to work for
them. That contrasts with most ad
shops, which split their time between
pretending to being something other
than factories for TV spots and avoiding making their clients angry.

NET GROWTH: In addition to Volkswagen, the Miami-based shop
also made gains on the rosters of Miller, ConAgra and Coke, from
which it picked up Sprite and the Coke Zero launch. The VW win led
it to resign BMW Mini and Crispin couldn’t make it work with
Gateway.  Few had a better new-business year than Crispin’s net
gain of more than $500 million in new billings. Just imagine if the
agency actually participated in reviews.

MANAGEMENT: Leadership remains stable with no key changes.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: The Coke Zero “Chilltop”
spot was a rare clunker for Crispin, but its Burger King work is the
weirdest and maybe most compelling commercial content today.
Although Burger King finally has a brand to speak of proudly and
sales have improved, the creepiness of the King has driven a wedge
between the corporate marketing unit and its franchisees. All eyes
will be on its work for struggling VW, as Crispin tries to solidify its
growing reputation as the place to go to shake up your brand.

JEFF HICKS

Crispin Porter 
& Bogusky
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Despite being one of
the biggest Hispanic agencies,
Omnicom Group’s Dieste Harmel &
Partners grew revenue by 21% in
2005, with billings close to $250
million. A two-time winner of Ad Age‘s
Multicultural Agency of the Year
award, Dieste has a program to inspire
provocative ideas, from new ways to
pitch accounts to new media ideas,
with winners being awarded $10,000.

NET GROWTH: Dieste’s 21% revenue growth came from new
accounts like Nationwide Insurance, CompUSA, and Leapfrog
Toys, plus significant growth from two of the agency’s biggest
clients, JCPenney and SBC/AT&T. After February 2006, Dieste will
feel the loss of the $20 million Hyundai Motor America account
as the carmaker wraps up a review; Dieste declined to re-pitch for
the business.

MANAGEMENT: Dieste celebrated its tenth anniversary in
November with its original, extremely stable management team—
CEO Tony Dieste, President Warren Harmel and Aldo Quevedo,
managing partner and executive creative director—still in place.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Getting a jump on the
World Cup, Doritos’ sponsorship of Mexico’s national soccer team
and its five-city U.S. tour included a campaign themed “Ahora es
cuando” (“Now is when”) with Doritos cheerleaders, ads in stadium
programs with Doritos in the colors of Mexico’s flag, scooter squads,
special packaging, plus all the traditional media. Just for fun, Dieste
did Anheuser-Busch Cos. spots ridiculing silly cocktails.

TONY DIESTE

Dieste Harmel 
& Partners
2005 RATING:★★★★★
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THE ESSENCE: Digitas, which
specializes in below-the-line work in
digital and direct marketing,
benefited in 2005 from the overall
industry trend of marketers
demanding accountability and ROI in
their campaigns. The agency
enjoyed growth as a result of clients
increasing their interactive
marketing spending, while still
performing numerous non-
interactive aspects of campaigns.
Parent Digitas Inc. reported that through the first nine months of
2005 as compared to the same period the year before, more
than half of its clients grew faster than 30%.

NET GROWTH:  Digitas’ biggest clients, American Express Co. and
General Motors Corp. spent 20% more with the agency during the
year. For longtime client AmEx, it also handled direct mail, collateral,
and radio. For GM, it picked up interactive duties for the Buick brand
in addition to its existing interactive buiness with GMC, Pontiac and
Saab.  Digitas lost no clients in 2005. Also, in 2005, the agency set
up two fully staffed A/V production departments in Boston and
New York, partly to expand video expertise.

MANAGEMENT: The major hiring coup in 2005 was picking up
David Bryant as creative director, Digitas New York. Mr. Bryant is a
veteran of above-the-line advertising and interactive marketing. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Given Digitas’ direct-
marketing roots, results figure prominently. The Pontiac “Catch a
G6” promotion was aimed at testing the mobile channel by asking
G6 owners to enter a sweepstakes to win $1 million by using their
camera phones to send in shots of their vehicles to a micro site. 

DAVID KENNY

Digitas
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Whither Mr. Six? The
question looms large for Doner as the
agency goes into 2006. Dan Snyder,
who is on record knocking the
agency’s work for the amusement
park, is now calling the shots at Six
Flags. The campaign’s future, if not the
very relationship, is a big question
mark. As far as 2005 went, the
agency slowed from its breakneck
new business pace set in 2004. While
the independent had some good
wins—Electrolux’s Eureka brand, Food Network, direct for
LensCrafters among them—it didn’t land a big one like last year’s
Circuit City. It also split with Hibernia and B.F. Goodrich.

NET GROWTH: Recently added clients, including Circuit City and
Quaker State, put Doner to work. It picked up new accounts
including Electrolux, GE Lighting and Memorex. It lost Helzberg
Diamonds, Hibernia and B.F.Goodrich. 

MANAGEMENT: Chairman-CEO Alan Kalter kept things running
with no major staffing changes in 2005. The agency built up its
retail practice, developing a unit that focuses on integrated in-
store and online marketing programs and boosted its data
analytics group. Last year’s increased investment in direct paid
off with the $40 million LensCrafters direct win. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Mazda—driven by Doner
programs tied to promotions for NBC’s 2005-06 season and other
new work—enjoyed a solid year. Quaker State work that focused on
fear that horsepower might be lost without proper oil boosted its
image and share of the synthetic oil market.  Progressive
motorcycle insurance promotions helped boost online sales.

ALAN KALTER

Doner 
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:  A tumultuous year
at parent Havas led to management
change at Euro RSCG, its largest
global network. Despite the changes,
Euro’s largest U.S. office, New York,
fought back after the exit of Intel.
David Jones, former head of Euro
New York, replaced Jim Heekin as
worldwide CEO; he leads in
conjunction with executive co-chairs
Mercedes Erra and Stephane Fouks
and Chief Creative Officer Remi
Babinet, all in France. 

NET GROWTH: Cutting its losses, Euro opted in January not to
defend Intel and instead focus on new business. It paid off: in March,
Euro reeled in global creative duties on Jaguar. Revenue loss from
global client Polaroid, now dormant, was offset by clients such as
Verizon business-to-business,Sirius Satellite Radio and Uniqlo, the
Japanese casual-clothing retailer. The Chicago office, after a tough
2004, brought in Assurant Health, but is still struggling.

MANAGEMENT:Following Mr. Heekin’s July departure and Mr.
Jones’ ascension, CMO Marc Lepere left, replaced by ex-Berlin
Cameron new biz exec Avi Dan. New York Exec Creative Director
Jeff Kling boosted staff with creative chief Nick Cohen and others.
Bret Sanford-Chung, ex-Smith Barney Citigroup, joined.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: PreferGorgeous, the
global campaign for Jaguar is indeed a beautiful and multi-faceted
execution, including TV, an interactive Web site and sweepstakes.
But will its  female slant entice macho men to buy, and improve
slumping sales? Cool animated TV spots for Schwab, part of a
multi-pronged campaign urging consumers to “Talk to Chuck”
renewed interest in the brokerage and mutual fund seller.

DAVID JONES

Euro RSCG 
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:Fallon Worldwide
follow ed a tough 2004 with a worse
2005. It split, for a variety of reasons,
with clients including BMW of North
America, Dyson and Lee Jeans. Sony
Electronics was in and out in five
months. It lost a string of top creatives,
including Bruce Bildsten. And while
closing the New York office made
financial sense, it cost Fallon a creative
hotspot. On the plus side, creative
leader Paul Silburn lured some top
talent and the agency picked up NBC Universal media planning and
KitchenAid. The agency believes it’s well set for 2006. It better be.

NET GROWTH: The loss of creative showcase clients resulted in
more than $100 million in billings. Sony would have been a big win—
the kind Fallon hasn’t had for a while—but the relationship didn’t
work out. Increased spending by Citibank and others significantly
offset the losses. Fallon did pick up accounts including Vanguard Car
Rental (parent of National Car Rental and Alamo Rent-A-Car),
KitchenAid appliances and NBC Universal media planning.  

MANAGEMENT: After losing creative leader Dave Lubars in ‘04,
Fallon kept suffering management defections. When Fallon’s New
York office closed—triggered by the departure of Anne Bologna and
Ari Merkin—it meant Fallon had to also lose a satellite brimming with
talent. Mr. Silburn did attract Roger Camp of Wieden & Kennedy and
Mark Taylor of Crispin Porter & Bogusky as his deputies. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Fallon’s work didn’t shine
quite as brightly in 2005 as in a brilliant 2004. That said, the agency
did solid work for clients including Citibank and Lee Jeans. An
online music video channel for Nordstrom showed the agency’s
ongoing exploration of branded entertainment. 

PAT FALLON

Fallon Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Losing Bank of
America hurt but it couldn’t
overshadow what was yet another
strong year for the marketing services
powerhouse. Draft racked up big wins
including Nokia, GlaxoSmithKline,
United Airlines and the Los Angeles
Times. It also deepened its ties with
clients State Farm, Kellogg Co. and
Procter & Gamble Co. Continuing to
branch beyond its direct roots, Draft
did advertising for Bank of America
and Computer Associates (now CA). It bolstered its management
ranks and developed new analytic tools. Onus is on Draft to land
business to replace Bank of America.

NET GROWTH: Draft continues to benefit as companies shift
dollars to marketing services from advertising. Draft revenues
grew at a double-digit clip as the agency kept on its new business
tear from last year—besting both general and marketing service
agencies—and expanded existing relationships.  

MANAGEMENT: Besides managing over substantial growth, the
leadership is developing the agency’s expertise in disciplines sought
by clients: A shopper marketing program has translated into
expanded relationships with Kellogg Co. and P&G. The creation of a
multicultural program helped reel in business from State Farm.
While Draft cut staff in New York after the BofA loss, it also
bolstered its management ranks.Total U.S. employment grew.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: From store displays to
kid-designed milk cartons to TV, Draft executed on a dizzying
number of creative platforms. It handled awareness spots for BofA
and developed the brand campaign for Computer Associates. 

HOWARD DRAFT

Draft 
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:After an
uneventful start to 2005,
Worldwide Chairman-CEO Steve
Blamer came in June. Mr. Blamer,
who sat out a six-month garden
leave at home after leaving his post
as CEO of Grey North America,
brought new blood into New York,
including a new CEO, and merged
California operations in hopes of
restoring its former glory. His
much-lauded new-business
prowess while at Grey hasn’t yet borne fruit.  

NET GROWTH: Motorola gave FCBi, the agency’s digital-and-CRM
unit, its global account in May, a win that builds on prior experience
on now-gone Samsung. Pharma marketers including Eli Lilly
tapped FCB for smaller accounts. Business from Coors Brewing Co.
and Bristol-Myers Squibb increased; losses included part of Hilton
Group and Kraft Foods’ LifeSavers.

MANAGEMENT: Mr. Blamer hired Steve Centrillo, an ex-Grey
colleague, to head New York. WPP and Grey sued Mr. Centrillo for
violating the terms of its contract but settled in December. Mr.
Blamer expanded the role of San Francisco President Dominic
Whittles. Expect more change in 2005.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: While some media
components (brand integration of NFL Draft coverage by ESPN)
and non-advertising (packaging, music) aspects of the Coors Light
“Coldness” campaign get kudos for innovation, promoting a beer
based on its temperature—a function of refrigeration, last time we
checked—leaves us cold, but it has spurred sales. 

STEVE BLAMER

Foote Cone &
Belding Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★
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THE ESSENCE: 2005 was not the
brightest year.  Goodby, Silverstein
placed an $80 million bet—in the form
of the resignation of the Discover card
account—on a shootout with siblings
BBDO and TBWA for the $300 million
Visa business. The shop also lost the
short-lived Subway account, eBay,
and some pitches. While some think
Goodby, Silverstein is stuck in the
golden age of the funny TV spot, the
shop has begun to duplicate its
success in traditional award shows on
the interactive circuit. Challenges going forward: leading Comcast
in its battle against the well-funded telecoms in the battle for the
pipe into the home; helping Saturn regain momentum, holding onto
Hewlett-Packard Co. business.

NET GROWTH: Goodby claims hitting a milestone $1 billion billings
mark, with profitability up 21% and revenues up 7% from the
previous year. Wins include Comcast, the Pepsi/Starbucks joint
venture, and new, undisclosed assignments from Motorola and HP. 

MANAGEMENT: Creative stars Jeff Goodby and Rich Silverstein,
along with Steve Simpson and Jamie Barrett, remain in their roles,
but President Colin Probert, known as the agency’s “psycho-
analyst,” leaves at yearend. Derek Robson joins from BBH, London. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Work for smaller clients
shone: Emerald Nuts’ sales rose 29% and Elizabeth Arden’s
Britney Spears fragrance, Fantasy, ranked No. 2 in its category in
department store sales.   

JEFF GOODBY 

Goodby, Silverstein 
& Partners
2005 RATING:★★★★★ THE ESSENCE:2005 ended talk

over Grey Global Group’s fate. In
March, the company completed its
sale to WPP Group in a $1.75 cash-and-
stock deal. Ed Meyer, CEO of Grey
since 1970, reaped $445 million from
the transaction. Jim Heekin, ex-CEO
of Euro RSCG, joined as CEO of
agency network Grey Worldwide in
September. P&G and BAT stay as
major clients. Tim Mellors, hired by ex-
Grey North America CEO Steve
Blamer is North America President & Chief Creative Officer.  

NET GROWTH:After 24 years, Panasonic Consumer Electronics
Co. put its $50 million account in review—a surprise to the agency,
whose recent “Ideas for Life” effort helped push Panasonic’s share
in plasma TVs to 55%, an 18% increase since the campaign began.
ConAgra also shifted its $30 million businesses to Omnicom Group.
But Grey reeled in numerous accounts including Lands’ End,
Procter & Gamble Co.’s Max Factor and Lehman Bros. 

MANAGEMENT: While running North America through
September, Messrs. Mellors and Meyer made few changes. Once
installed as CEO of Grey Worldwide—a completely new role within
Grey Global—Mr. Heekin’s began dismantling the New York office’s
structure (known as the Village system) in order to build a new,
worldwide one. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Under Mr. Mellors, Grey’s
output is noticeably improved. The Panasonic “Ideas for Life” spots
are thoughtful, catchy. Tony Sinclair, a faux-celebrity spokesman
created for Tanqueray and star of its current campaign, helped the
brand achieve a 14% share increase in the gin category. 

JIM HEEKIN

Grey Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: The agency
formerly known as J. Walter
Thompson kicked off the year with a
nominal bid to modernize itself. But its
decision to drop the name of the long-
dead Commodore for the sleeker,
well-used abbreviation wasn’t
accompanied by new-business
momentum or creative laurels. In fact,
the agency lost some accounts and
didn’t get its groove back till late in the
year, when it picked some new
business, most impressively, the hot airline brand JetBlue. The
industry, however, is still waiting for a big idea from Ty Montague,
the hyped creative head of the New York office. Also, big losses
globally, such as Unilever’s detergent line and Samsung’s account
services duties, are also worrisome.

NET GROWTH: Unilever’s Omo, Samsung, Vaseline and
Northwestern Mutual flew the coop. Those losses were offset by
L.L. Bean and JetBlue, wherein JWT bested a bunch of smaller
creative shops. It also had  organic growth from Pfizer, Kraft, and
Estee Lauder that each brought increases of more than $10
million in income, according to the agency. 

MANAGEMENT:  The pairing of Rosemary Ryan and Mr. Montague
as co-presidents of New York looks good on paper, but it’s taken
some time to yield real progress. JWT Chicago tapped Kraft global
account head Ros King to replace Barry Krause as president.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS:Some stunning TV ads
for HSBC showcased creative promise, but the  reel is still uneven
and the breakthrough thinking you’d expect from Mr. Montague
isn’t in evidence yet. The Kirstie “Fat Actress” Alley campaign for
Jenny Craig helped the off-trend diet brand increase awareness.

BOB JEFFREY

JWT
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Kaplan Thaler
Group is one of the few agencies
founded and run by a woman. Linda
Kaplan Thaler, CEO and Chief Creative
Officer, started the agency in 1997,
sold it to Publicis Groupe, and today
counts some big-name marketers—
Procter & Gamble Co., Pfizer and
Revlon—among its clients. Love it, hate
it, the ubiquitous Aflac duck, one of
Kaplan’s most successful creations,
has reached icon status. Kaplan
expanded its roster with several nice wins, strengthened its
management, and remained as a steady performer. 

NET GROWTH: Kaplan this year uncharacteristically pursued
two big accounts, Revlon and Office Depot, and won them both.
For Revlon, it picked up  cosmetics, a new fragrance and Mitchum.
It added Church & Dwight’s Trojan and Elexa brands, as well as
retailer Marshalls. P&G’ s Dawn added new duties from brand
extensions.  

MANAGMENT: Robin Koval, longtime No. 2 to Ms. Kaplan Thaler,
was promoted to president. The agency also created an executive
board comprising top executives and also launched a buzz unit to
develop non-traditional efforts (i.e., street teams, events, PR). Ms.
Kaplan Thaler starred in cable channel Oxygen reality show.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: A spot for Trojan
condoms, which aired during prime time on NBC, WB, won kudos
for forthright, tasteful creative. Animated Elexa ads have
swagger and edge. Despite its agency change, Revlon ads oddly
differ little from past. 

LINDA KAPLAN THALER

Kaplan Thaler
Group
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: GSD&M is trying to
stay at the forefront of the massive
changes sweeping its industry. It’s
undergoing what the Austin, Texas,
shop describes simply as the
Transformation, a bid to sharpen its
focus on multi-disciplinary strategy
and smart business ideas already
evident in work for Southwest Airlines.
Now what the Omnicom Group
agency needs are fresh clients. A
stretch of quiet years for new
business was broken only in
November with the win of BMW North America’s $60 million
business. It allows the former Land Rover agency to get back into
the category after failing in several high-profile car pitches. 

NET GROWTH: In addition toBMW, wins included creative duties
for Frito Lay’s Sun Chips and YellowPages.com, and media and
creative for Norwegian Cruise Lines. On the negative side, Dial
moved its business and Brinker International took some of its
smaller restaurant brands to direct shop Rapp Collins. All in all,
GSD&M saw a net increase of about $100 million in billings. 

MANAGEMENT: President-Co-Founder Roy Spence made some
smart additions in strategy and media, including former MPG
exec Steve Moynihan to hunt media-only business.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: GSD&M did the
unthinkable: It got Wal-Mart considered as a fashion alternative for
women with an eight-page insert in Vogue’s fall fashion issue that
featured real shoppers as models. Smart creative and smarter PR
ensured a lot of buzz around the high-low pairing. Another winning
program was the agency’s role in conceiving and marketing Ding!, a
fare-tracking download that lured more than 1 million customers.  

ROY SPENCE

GSD&M
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: It was a disappoint-
ing year for Kirshenbaum Bond &
Partners, although in 2005 the
agency did turn out some smart
programs for  clients. One of two
finalists for BMW’s ad account, it lost
to GSD&M for lead status, but did
win  CRM responsibilities. In
December, one of its top executives,
media chief Paul Woolmington,
bolted for a London import’s New
York outpost.

NET GROWTH: Liberty Mutual left with its $50 million creative.
Also gone are Timex and Equal. New accounts include creative
duties for CIBA Vision, restaurateur Carrabba’s and media duties
for Limited Brands. Kirshenbaum’s Lime PR unit, and Dotglu, its
interactive unit, helped launch new Gap stores Forth & Towne. 

MANAGEMENT:Agency co-founders Richard Kirshenbaum and
Jon Bond remain at the helm.  Meanwhile, no replacement to Mr.
Woolmington, a tough act to follow, was named at press time. In
other areas, four partners were named and the San Francisco
office pared back.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS:Kirshenbaum showed its
muscle in PR and online efforts, like the second-season launch for
HBO’s “Entourage.” A Web, print and PR campaign for  Kao
Corp.’s Ban deodorant aimed at getting young women to discuss
things that make them feel uncomfortable, such as anxiety and
shame, cleverly drove the target audience to opt-in online, with
some participants picked to be featured in future TV or print ads. 

RICHARD KIRSHENBAUM

Kirshenbaum Bond
& Partners
2005 RATING:★★★★★
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THE ESSENCE: How low can Lowe
go? As the year got underway, it
seemed the suffering Interpublic
network might have momentum with
new leadership. That, however, was
before a miserable stretch where two
retail clients absconded. Unilever
pulled a big chunk of detergent
business, and founder and industry
eccentric Frank Lowe came out of
retirement with a new shop in London
and his namesake agency’s Tesco
business. Lowe’s future as a global network seems in jeopardy as its
stays one of Interpublic’s biggest operational problems.

NET GROWTH:Client attrition—including Macy’s, A&P and
Century 21—reduced Lowe’s New York office to a little more than a
shop for the beleaguered General Motors Corp.’s GMC truck
division, Saab and Johnson & Johnson. On the upside, it added
Nokia North America.

MANAGEMENT: Global CEO Tony Wright made a bold move in
hiring Mark Wnek as the New York office’s creative leader. Mr.
Wnek, who quickly added some interactive talent, has the brash
personality and credentials to be the kind of change-agent
needed to resuscitate this down-on-its-luck agency brand.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Despite the spin that Lowe
is trying to return to its creative roots, even in its darkest days it had
good ideas, and now is no exception. Saab’s “Born from Jets”
tagline trades nicely on the car’s roots and the GMC “Professional
Grade” positioning stays fresh, though GM’s approach has been
incentive-heavy. The “In-action Hero” idea for Unilever’s Degree
antiperspirant translated well across TV, the Web and into retail.

TONY WRIGHT

Lowe Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:The Martin Agency
keeps producing top-flight TV spots
for big brands like UPS and Miller
Brewing Co.’s Miller Genuine Draft.
The Interpublic-owned shop, based in
Richmond, Va., didn’t net any big new
blockbuster accounts in 2005, but it
did win its fair share of new business
without losing anything major. And
that’s no mean feat at a time when
midsize agencies often find
themselves getting squeezed by both
global players and hot boutiques. If there was a disappointment, it
was its failure to convert on the closely watched BMW pitch.

NET GROWTH:Martin won Delta Faucet and Genworth
Financial, work for Miller Brewing’s Brutal Fruit and Genuine Draft
and U.S. ad duties for Credit Suisse, among others. The single loss
was the resignation of AXA Financial. Martin claims it exceeded
industry revenue growth averages, including more organic
growth than in any year over the past decade.

MANAGEMENT:Chairman-CEO John Adams and President-
Creative Director Mike Hughes led a stable management team. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS : Any number of funny
executions starring the Geico Gecko showed Martin kept
wringing good ads out of a five-year-old idea. It took a well-
honed reliability message into a new place with a cloak-and-
dagger, action ad for UPS. Some direct work raised brand
awareness among shipping decision-makers and, more
importantly. Martin also executed a nifty brand integration for
UPS, getting the big brown truck into an EA Sports Nascar
video game.

JOHN B ADAMS

Martin Agency
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:Independent
McGarryBowen, which launched in
2002 with Verizon Corp., keeps
building a client roster that’s the envy
of both indie shops and holding
companies alike. This is particularly
notable when small independents are
hot. Run by a foursome of network
veterans—John McGarry, Stan
Stefanski, Stewart Owen and Gordon
Bowen—the agency is proof that
demand for serious client service,
coupled with solid creative, exists. McGarryBowen continued to
expand in 2005, moved into hipster loft space on Manhattan’s far
west side and claims billings of $800 million. 

NET GROWTH:All existing accounts (including Pfizer’s Indiplon,
JP Morgan Chase, Marriott, Reebok) remain; new accounts
include Kraft Foods, Brahma Beer, Century 21, and new duties
from Chase (corporate) and Reebok (On Field). McGarry’s a
contender for Lipitor, Pfizer’s blockbuster cholesterol drug. 

MANAGEMENT: The four founders remain; Jonathan Buckley,
another ex -Y&Rer with McGarry at its start, moved up to Chief
Operating Officer; new hires include new business executive Adrian
Keevil; four executive creative directors, 2 creative directors and an
account managing director. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS:McGarry’s work in 2005
went global: It launched InBev’s Brahma beer with a traditional TV
spots, starting in the Ukraine and winding up in the fall in the U.S.
Crisp work for Marriott, “Revive,” also ran overseas. The agency
created a new logo, designed credit cards and ATM machines for
Chase. It also linked with R/GA for a cool Verizon broadband effort
and worked with Sony Corp. to develop RBKradio for Reebok. 

JOHN MCGARRY

McGarryBowen
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: This Durham, N.C.,
shop took on a national profile in
2005, with “The Art of the Heist,” a
brilliant interactive campaign for
Audi, and by winning a big chunk of
new business from Sony Electronics.
Marketers curious enough to take a
peek under McKinney’s hood would
find an agency uniquely suited to
survive—and thrive—in a digital world.
“Heist,” a campaign many Internet
specialty shops would give their
eyeteeth for, came out of McKinney’s smart account team
structure, which keeps its interactive experts and media and
connection planners close to its offline people. Expect big wins
and ideas as its reputation continues to grow.

NET GROWTH: McKinney’s staff grew 53% over 2005 to 250, as
it absorbed work from Sony, Qwest Communications, and Polaris
Industries. On the downside, it resigned Lands’ End.

MANAGEMENT:  No senior management changes in ’05. Former
Leo Burnett exec Brad Brinegar, president-CEO since 2002, has
shown he’s got the touch for building out a creative shop.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Though everyone’s
talking the interactive talk, few are putting out compelling
content. With “Heist,” McKinney created what amounted to an
alternate reality about an art theft with the new Audi A3
tastefully deployed as a main character. The program masterfully
used blogs, podcasts, and e-mail as well traditional channels like
live events and even small-space print advertising to tell its tale.
The work helped the A3 exceed its sales objectives, not easy
when your target is affluent young males.   And, of course, the
Travelocity gnome never fails to amuse.

BRAD BRINEGAR

McKinney 
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE:McCann Erickson,
the advertising unit of Interpublic
Group of Cos.’ largest entity, McCann
WorldGroup, in 2005 kept its status as
the holding company’s powerhouse.
Despite financial issues at parent
Interpublic, in the U.S. the agency held
its own. WorldGroup CEO John
Dooner promoted McCann exec Eric
Keshin to chief operating officer,
providing room for new talent below.  

NET GROWTH: Big wins including Intel’s $300 million global
account as well as the U.S. Army (a potential 5-year contract
worth $1.35 billion) offset the loss of $300 million home
improvement chain Lowe’s. The HumanCare unit won additional
duties from Pfizer (Aricept) and GlaxoSmithKline (Coreg). Last
year’s blockbuster, Viagra, pared spending.

MANAGEMENT: With Mr. Keshin moving up, McCann re-hired
Brett Gosper who returned in September as president of McCann
Erickson USA. Though McCann lost several of its senior execs,
including exec VPs, strategic planners Suresh Nair and Nat Puccio,
and Lori Senecal, its head of young-adult unit TAG, left to become
Chief Marketing Officer of DDB, it’s covered thanks to deep bench
strength.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: “WorldGonePretty,” a viral
film created by McCann and outside agency Campfire, sent a
message to Levi’s target—young men—in an unusual way, raising
buzz and awareness. For Verizon Wireless—a client that advertises
in every conceivable medium, retail, TV, print, online—work is strong,
though not blockbuster, in a highly competitive category. 

JOHN DOONER

McCann Erickson
Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Leo Burnett USA
President Rich Stoddart made
keeping the Army a priority. He failed.
Whether he can keep the agency on
track of an incipient recovery in spite
of that loss is the big question for
2006. He has some things going for
him. The U.S. office was part of a
global network team that stole the
$200 million Samsung global
branding job from WPP Group,
capping a series of small to midsize
wins going back to 2004. It closed 2005 with the $100 million
Washington Mutual account win.  Mr. Stoddart, along with CEOTom
Bernardin, have to prove they can get Burnett back on track. 

NET GROWTH: Burnett took big hits by losing the $200 million
Army account as well as the $75 million Morgan Stanley business.
But it had a fair number of successes. It was part of a global network
team that picked up Samsung’s global branding assignment. It won
additional business from clients Kellogg Co., Allstate, Philip Morris
and Procter & Gamble Co. In addition to Washington Mutual, it
picked up assignments from Diageo and Coca Cola Co. 

MANAGEMENT: By promoting veteran John Condon, Burnett
found a successor to creative leader Cheryl Berman, who will
remain as agency chairman. Mr. Stoddart impressed the troops
with his energy and accessibility. The agency also defended the
General Motors Corp.’s Pontiac account, under siege by Deutsch. 

CREATVITITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Its strongest work was
probably the innovative Cadillac “Under 5” campaign—five second
spots linked to a contest where consumers made similarly brief
films. Cadillac was one of the few bright spots for GM. 

TOM BERNARDIN

Leo Burnett USA
2005 RATING:★★★★★
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THE ESSENCE: Organic, a unit of
Omnicom Group, has stabilized and is
building a reputation as an interactive
innovator in the five years that Mark
Kingdon has been CEO. The agency
has added agency planners and
interactive strategists to better align
with offline agency partners,
particularly Omnicom siblings. The
agency has developed a number of
unusual hiring, training and campaign
development techniques. All of this
appears to have paid off in growth. However, rumors persisted
throughout the year that Organic was to be sold.

NET GROWTH: Organic lost no clients in 2005, and gained 18
total. Wins included Bank of America, Mitsubishi Cars of North
America and Sirius Satellite Radio. Existing clients, such as
DaimlerChrysler, 20th Century Fox, Sprint and Washington
Mutual increased their spending. 

MANAGEMENT: Organic lost Ted Boyd as the Toronto office
managing director, and David Feldt succeeded him. Key promotions
included Troy Young from VP-interactive strategy to the new role of
exec VP-chief experience architect; Colleen DeCourcy, who has
been vital in the DaimlerChrysler campaigns in 2005, to the new
role of chief creative officer; and Chuck Russo to chief client
development officer. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: For DaimlerChrysler,
Organic hired a set designer from the Detroit Opera to help create
a room in the home of the persona of a typical consumer with a
bed, desk, décor, magazines and other personal items, to help it
better understand its target.  

MARK KINGDON

Organic
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: In late 2005
Worldwide Creative Chief David Droga
left to start up a Publicis Groupe-
backed venture. His mark on the
network was in adding creative talent
and improving awards-show
performance—no small feats. Mr.
Droga’ s presence, however, didn’t
translate into any dramatic new-
business wins outside of some strides
made on the Coca-Cola Co. roster.
Publicis, which has the right structure
to produce good holistic ideas, will need to find creative leadership
who can bring some of the charismatic Aussie’s energy. Publicis
USA CEO Susan Gianinno made strides in beefing up marketing
services offerings, especially PR and retail marketing.

NET GROWTH: Publicis picked up Coca-Cola Co.’s Vault launch
duties and an iconic global assignment as well as EchoStar’s Dish
TV, a $120 million account. Other wins included the $10 million
holistic account for luggage-maker Tumi.  Overall, the agency
claimed double-digit revenue growth from new business. The
only loss was Zale Corp., a jewelry retailer. 

MANAGEMENT: There’s one big question: Who will Publicis name
as its top U.S. creative after Mr. Droga? Separately, Debbie Yount
was promoted to the newly created role of chief holistic officer.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: T-Mobile work remained
funny and Heineken offered a  twist on beer advertising. And both
campaigns were effective:  Heineken, for instance, saw its chain-
store sales go up 6%, three times the national average. A direct
effort for Denny’s Corp. featuring a menu on  pillowcases won a
Cannes Lion.

SUSAN GIANINNO

Publicis USA
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: New hires Mary
Baglivo and Tony Granger began
2005 focused on shaking up the New
York office of Saatchi. But Ms. Baglivo,
worldwide chief marketing officer and
CEO of Saatchi NY, and Mr. Granger,
chief creative officer, quickly hit a
snag. In February, 17 senior executives
walked out, all on longtime client
General Mills, catalyzing more change
than anything the two executives
could do. Saatchi and Mike Burns, the
ex-worldwide account director on General Mills, remain embroiled
in a legal battle . Saatchi, Los Angeles, not under Ms. Maglivo and Mr.
Granger’s purview, is turmoil following executive changes. 

NET GROWTH: Rumors that General Mills would dump Saatchi
after the 17’s exit have not come true. Questions linger about
Procter & Gamble Co.’s satisfaction with Saatchi and key contact
worldwide CEO Kevin Roberts, after it moved pet food brand
Eukanuba to Wieden & Kennedy. KitchenAid left for Fallon; new
clients include Ameriprise and Bel Cheese USA, maker of the
Laughing Cow brand. 

MANAGEMENT: Ms. Baglivo and Mr. Granger held steady as an
ugly dispute between their boss, Mr. Roberts, and former staff went
public. The duo rebuilt the General Mills team and encouraged
collaboration between New York and Los Angeles, which had been
Toyota-focused. They also hired pros in new business (Rob
Moorman) and strategic planning (Sandy Thompson). 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: TV spots for Theraflu,
Luvs, and Scope are crisp, engaging.  Under Mr. Granger, print is re-
invigorated. New hires with animation, interactive skills delivered
with a cute Webisode for GM’s Lucky Charms. 

KEVIN ROBERTS

Saatchi & Saatchi 
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Minority-owned by
DDB, SpikeDDB is trying to make
Doritos and Pepsi-Cola, brands of
largest client PepsiCo, relevant to the
urban generation. For Doritos, that
means becoming the source for
everything hot in hip-hop, through a
print, radio, online, text messaging and
events campaign, including a
partnership with Vibe magazine.  A
big 2006 is ahead: SpikeDDB is hard
at work on a re-launch of Johnson &
Johnson’s recently acquired Ambi as a broader skincare range.
Given J&J’s history of investing in previously obscure brands like
Aveeno and Clean & Clear, SpikeDDB CEO Dana Wade expects
Ambi to be the biggest launch of an African-American female-
focused brand. 

NET GROWTH: Billings grew 8% in 2005, and Frito Lay
increased spending with SpikeDDB by more than 200% for
Doritos and Lays in the African-American market, according to
the agency.

MANAGEMENT: Under Ms. Wade, SpikeDDB started an event
marketing company, Pierce Promotions; its first program added
about 6% to the agency’s revenue. She continues to keep a firm
grasp on the agency, winning the J&J assignment by networking
with the DDB client and devising a winning presentation on the
African-American female consumer.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Frito Lay assigned
SpikeDDB to create its sole 2005 Super Bowl TV spot “Fence,” in
which children use snacks to bribe a surly neighbor to return their
ball, and he tosses a dog, a car and antiquated rapper MC Hammer
back over the fence, too (the kidsthrow Hammer back). 

DANA WADE

Spike DDB
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: The WPP Group
network promoted itself as a full-
service marketing organization in
2005. It removed financial bars to
cooperation by combining the North
American P&Ls of its various
agencies. Work for Dove showed
Ogilvy still knows its way around a big
idea. However, strong growth with
existing clients and some new
business strides were muted by the
loss of Motorola and Coca-Cola Co.’ s
Sprite as well as the conviction of two prominent former executives
for defrauding the White House antidrug ad program.

NET GROWTH: Losing Motorola as it became the hottest mobile
brand stings, but that, the Sprite loss and the resignation of its
Hershey business were cushioned by 15% organic growth and new
accounts from Lenovo, Quiznos, Merck, and Morgan Stanley. 

MANAGEMENT: Speculation abounds about how long global CEO
Shelly Lazarus will stay as her contract ends. The tier of leaders
beneath her, notably Ogilvy North America co-CEOs Bill Gray and
Carla Hendra and the creative leadership in New York, is stable.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS:The center of Kodak’s
makeover around digital imaging, a seven-minute film, was tedious.
But Ogilvy had one of year’s most infectious concepts, the Dove
Campaign for Real Beauty, featuring underwear-clad everywomen
so real they made the leap from ads to Oprah. Love it or hate it, you
can’t dispute its role in sparking a cultural debate with the Unilever
brand smack in the center.  

SHELLY LAZARUS

Ogilvy & Mather
Worldwide
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Robert Greenberg,
CEO of R/GA, has built his agency, a
unit of Interpublic Group of Cos., with a
reputation for technical and creative
excellence. He has done this partly by
giving database techniques and
technology equal status as creativity
in projects, and also by being ahead of
the curve in advertising. In 2005
examples range from the Subaru
lead-generation campaign and
Verizon wireless interface design to
the Reuters sign work for Nike:id This year, Mr. Greenberg has also
pushed the idea of R/GA becoming a multi-channel marketer. 

NET GROWTH:R/GA enjoyed strong growth in ‘05, adding 12 new
clients, including Lowe’s , Johnson & Johnson, Verizon, Nokia,
Lucent Technologies, and its first auto client, Subaru of America.
The agency lost Bank of America when Interpublic lost that client,
and R/GA resigned its IBM Corp. business to take on Intel. 

MANAGEMENT:R/GA was on a hiring binge this year—adding 138
new hires for a total of 453 employees.  Most notable were two new
executive creative directors, Steve Olderman (from Digitas) to work
on Verizon, and Mat Zucker (from OgilvyOne) to direct J&J
business. Both bring a record of interactive and traditional
experience to this agency that wants to expand its work beyond
interactive. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Nike:id’s revamped site
shows off R/GA’s expertise, with its Gridiron section’s video
interviews of football stars’ high school careers; sitcom,
monologues and downloads surrounding basketball superhero
LeBron James; and the consumer customized-shoe section. For
J&J’s Acuvue, it launch of a podcast featuring two teenage girls. 

ROBERT GREENBERG

R/GA
2005 RATING:★★★★★
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THE ESSENCE: The Vidal
Partnership’s hefty late-2004 new
business wins from Sprint, Home
Depot, and in the biggest U.S. Hispanic
account move of the year, the $50
million Nissan Motor Co. account,
fueled the agency’s 78% increase in
2005 revenue to $23 million, making
Vidal the largest independent
Hispanic shop. Billings soared by 56%
to $250 million. Those wins, along
with great work, clinched last year’s
Multicultural Agency of the Year award from Advertising Age. To
keep pace with its growth, Vidal’s staff has grown by 26% to 190
people in ‘05.  Expect more growth in 2006, when the agency rolls
out Heineken Premium Light Lager after testing it in 2005.

NET GROWTH: Even in a year of consolidating the late-2004 flood
of new business, the agency picked up business from Kraft. The
only loss was Diageo’s Johnnie Walker; the marketer opted to give
all its brands to a single agency, posing a conflict with Vidal’s
Heineken business.

MANAGEMENT: One of the strongest teams in the Hispanic
market, entrepreneurial Manny Vidal and his two partners work
with seven VPs who were promoted to managing partners in
different departments and are among the stars in the Hispanic ad
business in creative, media, digital, account service and other areas.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Vidal continued to do
some of the best Spanish-language advertising for Heineken, and
after extensive research broke its first Nissan work in November.
Mr. Vidal likes to say that 90% of the people in the agency are
involved in creative, and the rest work in accounting. 

MANNY VIDAL

Vidal Partnership
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Along with Edelman,
Weber Shandwick hulks over the rest
of the PR industry. The Interpublic-
owned network finished the year by
sharing in McCann Worldgroup’s win
of the U.S. Army’s huge marketing
account, a hot assignment that’s sure
to put Weber in the spotlight in 2006.
It also picked up business in major
practice areas from consumer, to
healthcare to technology to financial
and corporate communications. It
would be interesting to see Weber, a diamond in the Interpublic
rough, better integrated with other strong siblings like Draft and
R/GA. Weber, however, did kick off a relationship with Faith
Popcorn’s BrainReserve, a trendspotting outfit.

NET GROWTH: Weber wins included KFC, some Clorox brands,
Allergan, Celgene, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services,
and the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.  Strong
organic growth came from Allstate, Coca-Cola Co., General
Motors Corp., MasterCard and Microsoft Corp. There were two
major losses: Unisys and Dunkin’ Donuts regional business.

MANAGEMENT: Weber bulked up its corporate practice, adding
former Euro RSCG Magnet executive Paul Jensen to run its New
York office. Former Hewlett-Packard Co. executive Tim Marklein
was tapped to run its Silicon Valley operations.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS : Weber’s portfolio is a mix
of experiential marketing, traditional media relations and
interactive work. For Ocean Spray, it created a cranberry bog in New
York’s Rockefeller Center and for its Milk Processor Education
client, it used the Web to reposition milk around weight loss.

HARRIS DIAMOND

Weber Shandwick
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Wunderman
continues to be a direct-marketing
powerhouse, keeping up with a fast-
changing industry by adding to its
resources through acquisitions or
partnerships. While old-fashioned
direct-mail pieces are part of its
arsenal, the agency’s breadth goes
well beyond it, and CEO Daniel Morel
is intent on moving Wunderman to
direct marketing’ s cutting edge in
both creativity and execution. In
December it bolstered parent WPP’s relationship with Procter &
Gamble Co. by purchasing Cincinnati-based Bridge Worldwide.

NET GROWTH: Clients Sears, Roebuck & Co. and Sony Corp.
exited, the former due to a budget reduction, the latter due to a
split with the agency. Microsoft Corp., big already, increased its
budget, as did existing clients Burger King, AstraZeneca and Citi
Financial. Wins included Intuit and Conagra. 

MANAGEMENT: Mr. Morel hired new talent to run data
strategy; bolstered the team on key client Microsoft; and signed
off on process changes to keep Wunderman’s operations on
par with clients, particularly Microsoft’s. Alexei Orlov was
promoted to vice chairman, a new position; he had been
president-chief operating officer of Wunderman’s Global Ford
unit.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: DRTV spot for
TimeWarner’s RoadRunner smartly employs animation to
engage viewers. An event-and-online program for Microsoft’s
Xbox, targeting young men, garnered 60% response rates to a
“Show Me Your Game Face” promotion during the North
American Tour of popular band Green Day.

DANIEL MOREL

Wunderman
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Ugly is the word to
describe the first half of 2005 for Y&R.
Three of its largest clients exited; the
New York office shrank further; a
multi-disciplinary group (“Catalyst
Team”) of execs hired by Young &
Rubicam Brands CEO Ann Fudge to
reinvigorate the agency imploded;
and by April, Ms. Fudge, hired in May
2003, said she’d give up running Y&R
once a successor is found. However,
Y&R showed slightly more promising
signs in the fourth quarter. 

NET GROWTH: Computer Associates, Ford Motor Co.’s Jaguar
North America, Sony Corp. exits early on forced staff cuts. The
August move by longtime WPP Group client Sears to consolidate its
$640 million business with Y&R (at sibling Ogilvy’s expense),
Chicago, offset those big exits, as did fall  wins of Advanced Micro
Devices  and SunTrust Banks. Bacardi in late December awarded
global creative duties to New York (partnered with London) helping
Y&R end 2005 a bit revived.

MANAGEMENT: Thus far, the search for an exec able and willing to
fix the Y&R network is thus far unsuccessful. Meanwhile, CEONorth
America Gord McLean runs operations. In November, ex-Lowe
Creative Director Gary Goldsmith joined as New York chief creative
officer. David Murphy, head of the Irvine, Calif., office, left for Saatchi
Los Angeles, is not replaced yet. Chicago and  San Francisco are
stable spots.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Work for Miller beer is
strong—a Web game “Miller Lite Beer Runner” is a fun online
complement to TV spots urging viewers to get a beer during half
time. Less inspired is a humdrum Weight Watchers campaign.

ANN FUDGE

Y&R
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: Growth hasn’t
stymied TBWA’s creativity or agility.
The U.S. agency now has $2.4 billion in
billings, with clients ranging from
Nissan North America to Apple and
Mars. It’s also picked up a job from
McDonald’s, Pepsi-Cola Co., and,
snatched the $330 million Visa
International account from Omnicom
Group sibling BBDO. The shop also
has created integrated services,
including  direct response shop
Tequila, interactive shop agency.com, retail agency The Integer
Group and branding consultancy Architecture International. TBWA
also is formalizing Jean Marie Dru’s disruption concept—applying
creative thinking toward solving business and marketing problems.

NET GROWTH: TBWA’s net U.S. growth was $850 million, up
15%, with wins including Visa, the launch of the merged
Sprint/Nextel brand, Hoover Co., Sara Lee’s Senseo coffee
machines, and State Fair; American Century Investments,
Principal Financial, Leica Camera, and Panera Bread Co.

MANAGEMENT: L’Affaire Dru played out at the high profile Cannes
scene when President-CEO Jean Marie Dru toyed briefly with a job
at rival Havas. Meanwhile, Robert LePlae was sent to the turbulent
New York office, Carisa Bianchi replaced him as president of
TBWA/Chiat/Day, Los Angeles.

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS:  Its work for Apple and
Adidas dazzles. A campaign for Masterfoods USA’s Pedigree
include striking outdoor boards. An Apple campaign did raise some
hackles for its likeness to a prior effort by a shoe company.  Wall
Street wondered whether the Sprint Nextel ads were working.

JEAN MARIE DRU

TBWA/Chiat/Day
2005 RATING:★★★★★

THE ESSENCE: 2005 may go down
as the year Wieden & Kennedy
Portland officially shed its mantle as a
one-client shop. Long dominated by
Nike, and then sports-related clients
such as ESPN, the agency signed up
Procter & Gamble Co. dog food
Eukanuba and Ivory soap. It also rolled
out work for Starbucks and parlayed
an Electronic Arts assignment into a
new global account. But perhaps the
biggest step is the assignment for
Coca-Cola Co.’s Coke. In all, the new Coke tagline—“Welcome to the
Coke side of life”—could, in fact, apply to the agency itself.

NET GROWTH: Billings grew 19.8% to $1.14 billion. Spending for
Nike and other clients remained stable.

MANAGEMENT: Wieden & Kennedy’s management remains
independent and stable with Mr. Wieden at the helm. Though no
one is calling him an  heir apparent, Mr. Wieden has brought in John
Jay as executive creative director, global management team. Mr.
Jay, who spends some of his time in Asia and has built the Tokyo
office with projects such as its own record label, is bringing some of
his insights into the U.S. agency’s creative processes. 

CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS: Some of the shop’s biggest
hits came from  its new-media division. The Nike Jordan Lifestyle
brand parlayed its $1.6 million budget into a video which has been
played on BET and other cable TV networks. The Nike Battle-
grounds streetball series gained ground in its third year, with
average ratings on MTV2  in the key male teen demo up 85%. One
of the biggest successes may have been for “Sims,” an EA game
trying to reach a broader audience. Since October, the game has
sold 50% more units on PCs and 100% more on Console games.

DAN WIEDEN

Wieden & Kennedy
2005 RATING:★★★★★
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